“Modified Unified Method” of Carp Capture

Background

Populations of Hypophthalmichthys molitrix (silver carp) and Hypophthalmichthys nobilis (bighead carp), (together referred to herein as “bigheaded carp”) have increased exponentially in the greater Mississippi River Basin (Kolar and others, 2007). Detrimental effects on native fish and economically important fisheries have occurred where these filter-feeding fish are abundant (Chick and others, 2020). The Unified Method, a harvest technique developed in China for bigheaded carp in flood plain lakes, uses herding techniques and a variety of nets to drive bigheaded carp and concentrate them into an area where they can be easily harvested (Li and Xu, 1995).

Adaptation for North America

In China, lakes encompassing thousands of hectares are used as private aquaculture facilities (Chapman and others, 2016), and they are harvested with the Unified Method. Without the constraints of public access and competing interests, Chinese managers can harvest as much as 85 percent of bigheaded carp. A Unified Method effort in China would typically last for 2–3 months. Infrastructure and nets can be left in position as desired because there are no other users of the lake. There are no restrictions on the harvest of nontarget species.

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) is adapting the Chinese Unified Method concepts to be consistent with North American financial, societal, and environmental conditions. We have modified these techniques and incorporated modern technology to reduce the time and expense of Unified Methods and to allow them to be used in public waters. Thus, the operations in North America are often described as the “Modified Unified Method” (MUM). The USGS is studying and refining MUM methods to provide stakeholders with efficient, validated, and environmentally friendly methods for carp removal.

Location and Timing

MUM operations are usually performed in the winter because low water temperatures decrease fish activity, including most jumping. In warm water conditions, silver carp leap over block nets and escape capture. The MUM is usually performed in water bodies with little current that are shallow enough for block nets to reach from top to bottom, but new techniques may be developed for other water bodies.

Herding Techniques

Block nets are used to create compartments or “cells” from which the fish can be driven. The USGS uses electrofishing boats and boats outfitted with underwater speakers to herd carp from each cell. When a cell is cleared, another net is used to close the cell and prevent the fish from returning. This process is repeated one cell at a time, gradually reducing the area available to the carp and concentrating the fish into a harvest area. Native game fish do not seem to respond in the same way, preferring to hide, rather than run, from the sound stimulus. For this reason, few game fish are typically caught.
Adaptations

The USGS uses side-scan sound navigation ranging (sonar) to determine when a cell is cleared and to determine the location of the school of carp when deploying a seine. The use of sonar greatly improves efficiency over traditional Chinese methods. Underwater speakers are not used in China; electricity is sometimes used, but the USGS is developing improved methods for herding fish with electricity. In China, trap nets are used to harvest carp over months, whereas the harvest portion of a MUM operation in North America usually is done by seining the fish after they have been concentrated. A long net is laid around the school of carp and the net is slowly pulled to shore. A MUM harvest can thus sometimes be completed in less than a day. These adaptations have been highly successful. For example, in 2018, the USGS collaborated with the State of Missouri to remove 240,000 pounds of carp from the 300-acre Creve Coeur Lake in St. Louis, Missouri. With these modifications, the method becomes more reasonable for application for bigheaded carp capture in the United States; however, these methods are still new to the United States and additional research is needed to further increase efficiency of MUM operations.
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